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Murach's C++ 2008 (Murach: Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2009

	Finally, a great training and reference book for Visual C++ by Dr. Prentiss Knowlton, an instructor of C++ since its inception. This book helps you master C++ 2008 quickly and easily by using all the time- and work-saving features of Visual Studio. That's true whether you're a:

	
		Java developer who wants to learn...
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Professional Web Video: Plan, Produce, Distribute, Promote, and Monetize Quality VideoFocal Press, 2010

	This book is written for those who need to create professionalquality
	web video or podcasts. We set out to write a book that
	would offer expert-level advice on all aspects of web video. We
	realize most of you reading this will have diverse backgrounds, so
	we will attempt to deliver information at two levels.


	The body of the...
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The Architecture of Computer Hardware, Systems Software, & Networking: An Information Technology ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	The modern world offers lots of readily available online resources for learning. Wikipedia,
	Google, news sources, millions of Web sites and blogs, even YouTube, offer access to
	information in nearly any subject that triggers your curiosity and interest. Nonetheless, I
	continue to believe that for deep understanding of something, nothing...
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Numerical Methods Using Matlab (Ellis Horwood Series in Mathematics & Its Applications)Prentice Hall, 1995


	Our primary aim is to introduce the render to a wide range of numerical algorithms,

	explain their fundamental principles and illustrate their application. The algorithms are

	implemented in the software package ÐœÐ�Ð¢1.Ð›Ð�® because it provides a powerful tool

	to help with these studies.





	Many...
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Mastering LOB Development for Silverlight 5: A Case Study in ActionPackt Publishing, 2012


	Line of Business applications. Think about this term for a moment—Line of

	Business. Yes, Business. Business means change. Changes are happening faster

	than we usually think it is possible. How can we deal with it? With the right set

	of knowledge and tools, of course!





	Business, nowadays, is more demanding...
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The Street Smart MBA: 10 Proven Strategies for Driving Business SuccessApress, 2012

	Business schools have long enticed students into their MBA programs with the promise that, after a short stint spent studying the ins and outs of the business world, they will be able to step right into the upper echelons of management or launch a business that soon has them flitting about the world in a private jet. "Sounds great,"...
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Windows 8: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2013

	
		With Windows 8, Microsoft completely reimagined the graphical user interface for its operating system, and designed it to run on tablets as well as PCs. It’s a big change that calls for a trustworthy guide—Windows 8: The Missing Manual. New York Times columnist David Pogue provides technical insight, lots of...
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Levison's Textbook for Dental NursesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	In this brand-new 11th edition of the original, best-selling book, Levison's Textbook for Dental Nurses gives you the same great comprehensive coverage of everything students preparing for their dental nurse qualification need to know, and also includes for the first time:

	
		A new look and feel, packed with illustrations...
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PySide GUI Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Newbies to GUI programming in Python will find this book indispensable. As well as the basic concepts, you'll be taught PySide in detail through practical instructions and create your own applications with customized widgets and dialogs.


	Overview

	
		Designed for beginners to help them get started with...
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Game Programming Using QTPackt Publishing, 2016

	A complete guide to designing and building fun games with Qt and Qt Quick 2 using associated toolsets


	About This Book

	
		Learn to create simple 2D to complex 3D graphics and games using all possible tools and widgets available for game development in Qt
	
		Understand technologies such as QML,...
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Think Better: An Innovator's Guide to Productive Thinking (Management & Leadership)McGraw-Hill, 2007

	There are thousands of books about thinking. But there are very few books that provide clear how-to information that can actually help you think better.


	Think Better is about Productive Thinking â€• why it’s important, how it works, and how to use it at work, at home, and at play. Productive Thinking is a...
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The Idea Accelerator: How to Solve Problems Faster Using Speed ThinkingAllen & Unwin, 2011

	
		
			
				A toolkit of 60 practical ways by which the reader can think faster to reach earlier decisions, without neglecting a conscious, deliberate, and reflective approach

			
				Creating new ideas and growth opportunities is the lifeblood of any organization, but time to come up with new...
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